Supply, Installation, and Commissioning of Video Conferencing Equipment

Q # 1: In Annex B- item no. 4 (Dual Display Video Conference Trolley), the brand is clearly mentioned with the specification. If we purpose a local made Trolley with the same specification, is it acceptable? (Which will save your money and time).

A # 1: Yes it is acceptable, provided that this comply with the all the specifications required.

Q # 2: In Annex B- item no. 7 (Recording Back Up Server), Server model is mentioned but there is no description for the recording purpose, which kind of a software required, and it’s required features and storage as well.

A # 2: This will serve the purpose of backup server, placed in separate location.

Q # 3: For NAVITC HQ you required a (digital network video recorder) in item no. 5, so what is the purpose for recording backup server?

A # 3: NVR will serve the purpose of live recording which shall be shifted to backup server periodically.

Q # 4: We need some complete specification of below mentioned items;
- Dell PowerEdge R730 Server (Need Complete Specification HDD & RAM Requirements)
- APC UPS you need online UPS or Without Online

A # 4: Please find below the detailed/required specs;
- Dell PowerEdge R730 Server
  - Minimum 24 cores
  - 64 GB of Ram
  - 400 GB (Preferably Samsung-subject to integration with Server)
- APC UPS
  - Offline

Q # 5: Is this tender is on turnkey basis or can we quote item wise?

A # 5: Turn Key Project; however bidders are expected to quote for each item separately, and also provide individual quotes for the transport/delivery of items to each site, and for their installation and commissioning at each site.

Q # 6: Please share complete requirement i.e. Ram, Hard drive capacity for the Recording backup server.

A # 6: Please find below;
- Minimum 24 cores
- 64 GB of Ram
- 400 GB (Preferably Samsung-subject to integration with Server)

Q # 7: Kindly share the detail specifications of your Required DELL R730 Server (Sr. No-07) against attached ITB-057 of Video Conferencing Equipment.

A # 7: Please find below;
- Minimum 24 cores
- 64 GB of Ram
- 400 GB (Preferably Samsung-subject to integration with Server)